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Upamanyu Chatterjee burst on the literary scene in 1988 with his wickedly delightful 

novel English, August. The novel was a witty commentary on the enormous apparatus 

of the Indian bureaucracy with its incompetent ‘babus’ and their lackeys; and their lives 

as seen through the eyes of a young Civil Service intern, Agastya Sen aka August. It 

narrated the story of the young, westernized protagonist posted in a non-descript town 

Madna and his neither-here-nor-there predicament. The tragi-comic characterization of 

the hero made critics call him the ‘Dilbert’ of the Indian officialdom. 

The path-breaking novel elevated the bar of novel writing several notches higher with 

its realistic portrayal of bureaucracy, wry humour and witty dialogues. In an irreverent 

tone, the novel depicted a fascinating metaphor of contemporary, convent educated, 

city-bred youth who is alienated from his roots. The novel was a runaway success and 

is, today, hailed as a post-modern classic. Even more than thirty years after its 

publication, it remains contemporary, relevant and brilliant. It came out of nowhere to 

light up the Indian literary fiction scene after Salman Rushdie’s trail-blazing Midnight’s 

Children.  

Success of Midnight’s Children had created a literary environment for the growth of an 

unconventional, experimental form of storytelling that marked the beginning of a new 

era of writing. It heralded the arrival of anti-hero protagonist and a cosmopolitan 

sensibility. The comic style entwining with the use of an unapologetic tone and 
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uninhibited idiom found many followers but arguably none as gifted as Upamanyu 

Chatterjee.  

The fictional world that Chatterjee created was a post-modern world unique to Indian 

scenario. English, August is an account of a city-bred, anglicized, bored, anti-heroic 

protagonist’s encounter with the provincial side of our country during his one-year 

internship. Plot-wise not a lot seems to happen. But at a deeper level, it is a failed quest 

of self-realization. Agastya Sen (or the anglophile August or the Bengali Ogu) is a fish 

out of water in his dystopian surroundings and the narrative charts his journey of 

trying to come to terms with his existential crisis. What makes the novel a class apart is 

its idiomatic language and refreshing, self-depreciating humour. Both impeccably 

complement the mood of the story. 

The novel was hailed as a masterpiece by critics as well as the public. Radhika 

Mohanram in her entry on Chatterjee for Contemporary Novelists welcomed him on the 

literary scene as a “powerful emergent voice in Indian post-colonial literature.” But the 

most glorious praise came from Dr. Mukul Dixit who opined that Upamanyu Chatterjee 

had for the first time, focused on a “new class of Westernised Urban Indians that was 

hitherto ignored in the regional as well as the English fiction of India.” (Wikipedia) He 

further declared that Chatterjee’s “imagination is as fertile as Kafka’s, his tragic sense is 

as keen as Camus’, his understanding of the absurd-comic (farce) in life is at par with 

Milan Kundera and Saul Bellow.”  

 Having set a benchmark with his first novel, Upamanyu Chatterjee tried to build his 

legacy with his next book The Last burden which was published in 1993. The story again 

was about a Prufrockian hero bogged down by weariness and unfulfilled aspirations. 

This time the story is set in a dysfunctional family and the central character Jamun is 

trying to shed the ‘burden’ of family ties. The landscape he traverses is the personal 

world of familial relationships.  
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The plotline is unpretentious in Upamanyu Chatterjee-esque kind of way. Jamun, a 

bachelor, is the son of Urmila and Shyamanand, a retired government official. His elder 

brother, Burfi is married to a Christian woman, Joyce and has two children Pista and 

Doom. Jamun’s former girlfriend Kasturi is now married to someone else. The story 

begins with an adrift Jamun who returns home when he learns of his mother’s sickness. 

He discovers that the family is in complete disarray and both his parents are fading 

away. So, he decides to stay on till one of them expires. The story is about what 

transpires during the rest of his stay.  

The novel examines morality through themes like disintegration of the family ties, 

complexity of relationships, conflict between the generations and other issues which 

result in loneliness and emotional isolation of an individual. Despite the solemnity of 

the occasion—the mother is dying—the characters cannot refrain from arguing with 

each other. They are constantly fighting with each other. Shayamanand is squabbling 

with his sick wife. The sons are arguing with their father and even the brothers are 

bickering with each other. The novelist represents the primal conflict between the 

family members as “monster versus monster” (51). As a typical Indian male, 

Shayamanand blames his wife for his son’s failures and lack of respect. Blaming her, he 

says, “Savour your handiwork, our sons. Fostered for decades to hate me. Like a perfect 

mother, you’ve kneaded them against me. You’re the saint and I the demon, but notice, 

they damn you too” (52). This kind of repetitive no-holds-barred contempt turns the 

interactions ugly and the characters unlikeable. 

The characters become even more unpleasant when they refuse to take Urmila to a 

decent hospital due to their money-minded attitude. Shayamanand considers spending 

money on Urmila’s treatment as wastage because he is sure that she is not going to 

survive. He is not willing to spend even a penny to ease her pain. Cold-heartedly, he 

passes the responsibility to Burfi to pay for the treatment of his dying mother. But Burfi 

callously tells him, “It shouldn’t be an issue at all! She’s your wife. You hatched her 
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maladies. You should pay for them” (44). In another conversation, the brothers 

speculate how much they are going to inherit after their stingy father ‘croaks’, 

The sum’ll be light weight, nothing to holler about - one lakh or so – the lifetime 

hoard of a commonplace creature, who never had the daring or the adroitness to 

speculate. Of, such a dismal lower-middle-class exercise, a babyish sport – to 

mothball the interest on a fixed deposit – never to wade into it – with that 

interest after months to archly open a Recurring Deposit, and with the interest of 

the Recurring Deposit to start some Term Deposit, or National savings - like 

playing trader or monopoly (64).   

Lack of sympathy and intimacy among family members is highlighted in these 

interactions. The unmitigated gloom and bitterness within the house merges with the 

humid weather outside and makes the story unbearably oppressive. When Urmila 

finally dies, the reader also heaves a sigh of relief along with the family. But the 

metaphoric ‘burden’ has not been shed. Caring for a sick parent is not the burden the 

novel is talking about. Living life in this unkind, cruel world is the ultimate burden.   

Despite the familiar setting, The Last Burden could not live up to the expectations set by 

its cult predecessor. It had the novelist’s usual hallmarks- cynicism and dark humour 

but none of the freshness and light-hearted angst of Agastya Sen. Tarun Tejpal, in an 

article in India Today, describes Jamun as someone who lives “in the rancour of a closed 

family where ghosts of past, present and future bleed forth continual spurts of 

malevolence and bitterness.” The world depicted in the novel is too black, too sombre 

and unrecognisable with very few interludes. William Dalrymple wrote in the Spectator 

that “Chatterjee can barely string a comprehensible sentence together.” 

However, some critics praised the novel for its ingenuity. Amit Chaudhuri went on to 

applaud it as a "remarkable, self-doubting, and humane novel," as well as "a nightmare 

shot through with tenderness." D.J. Taylor also asserted in the New Statesman and Society 

that "where Chatterjee's prose fireworks succeed … they do so triumphantly." 
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As a reader one has to admit that Chatterjee has made a bold effort to portray a realistic 

picture of the middle-class joint family. The picture the writer finally paints is irksome 

but refreshingly original. The post-modern narration constantly moves back and forth 

in time referring to the decisions and sacrifices one has to make while living in a joint 

family and the ungratefulness of the people. Flashbacks and future events, stream-of-

consciousness passages regularly flow into each other, sometimes making it hard to 

keep track.  

If one compares it to English, August, The Last Burden is a more earnest novel.  It is 

carefully structured but it lacks the spontaneity and simplicity of the former. The 

signature style of Chatterjee is there - black humour, unusual situations, masterful 

language but the story is bogged down by a strong undercurrent of depression and 

misery. There is too much of dense realism. Due to its bleak mood and obscure 

vocabulary, it was not very well- received by the reading public.  

Even though The Last Burden was not a literary success, Upamanyu Chatterjee 

followed it with a sequel Way to Go in 2010. In an interview with Samita Bhatia, he 

justified writing this book, “I felt that The Last Burden was in a sense incomplete. It was 

a very difficult and hard book and there was a lot of rancour in it that needed to be 

reconciled and characters had to be redeemed.” He claims that has tried to keep the 

mood of Way to Go “very autumnal, very serene” as compared to the miserable and 

desolate tone of The Last Burden. 

The novelist’s fascination with the dysfunctional joint family that started with the last 

novel continues here as well. Once again, he resurrects the ghosts of the previous novel 

and bravely sets out to explore the underbelly of Indian middle-class. But the main 

focus of this story is father-son relationship in the post-modern era. The novel re-

introduces some of the characters from the last novel. The story has taken a fifteen-year 

leap. Shyamanand, who is now half-paralysed and, on his deathbed, has suddenly gone 

missing. Jamun is deeply anguished and tries to come to terms with the unexpected 
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situation. The Prufrockian hero is now in his forties; cynical, scarred and desperate. He 

is still aimless and caught in the spiritual ennui of his life. The novel revolves around 

the mysterious disappearance, followed by endless search which ultimately results in 

the disappearance of the searcher Jamun himself. 

The story begins with an absurd scene in a grubby police station, where a worried and 

guilt-ridden Jamun has gone to file a missing person’s report about his father. Eighty-

five-year-old Shyamanand was completely dependent on his younger son, Jamun and 

his sudden disappearance has left Jamun in great shock. The routine inquiry at the 

police station entails inane questions like “Missing person was Male or Female?” or “He 

had any Love Relationship with anybody?” even though Jamun had made it clear at the 

outset that the person in question was his 85-year-old, partially-paralyzed father. The 

mechanical attitude of the indifferent constable, a tired Jamun and the irrational 

questions- the entire scene is stamped with Chatterjee’s effortless sarcasm and unfolds 

like a surreal passage from Kafka.   

“Any hobby of Missing Person?” 

“He and I played chess on weekends. He watched TV and, being constipated, 

while waiting in the mornings for the urge to visit the toilet, wrote poems in 

Bengali.” 

The constable incised one word on his page. Jamun guessed it to be ‘TV’.” 

Having established that the Missing Person is an eighty-five year-old gentleman, 

widowed and given to a fixed, stable routine, the constable proceeds: 

“Bad Company had Missing Person fallen into before/ever/from time to time?” 

“No.” 

“Missing Person failed his school/ college exams and therefore left home?” 

“No.” 

“Was fed up with studies in general?” 

“He loved books, the older and mustier the better.’ 
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“If Missing Person stayed in hostel, perhaps its atmosphere was vitiated?” 

“Such was not the case in the present instance,” replied Jamun, feeling—on 

seeing the constable nod his head in slow and steady approbation—that he had 

at last begun to speak his interrogator’s language” (17). 

Shayamanand’s disappearance should have pleased Jamun as he was not close to his 

father. It was made abundantly clear in the previous novel that the father-son do not see 

eye to eye.  By disappearing, Shyamanand has set himself and his two sons, free. But 

instead of feeling happy, Jamun is torn with guilt, “Finally, relieved of the ‘last burden’, 

Jamun realizes that he does not want to be relieved at all” (24). Much to his own 

surprise, Jamun realizes that he cared deeply about his father and admits that he was 

negligent towards him. He longs for his father to return alive despite all his 

shortcomings and weaknesses which he hated in the past. He remembers him not as a 

constipated, nit-pickings, callous, insensitive man; but as a father who cared deeply 

without showing his emotions. In Jamun’s memories, he no longer needs a stick to 

walk, he has been granted the freedom of unhindered movement. This change in 

perception surprises Jamun because he never thought he will think favourably of his 

family. Old mementoes may be discarded or relegated to Holi bonfire, but old 

memories are hard to shake off. Brooding over the spiritual vacuum in his heart, Jamun 

reflects about how he has failed himself and others in his life. 

In the first novel, Jamun and Burfi struggle to cope with the death of their mother and 

drift apart; now after the disappearance of their father they find solace in each other’s 

company. There is a great change in Burfi who was earlier sent to jail for domestic 

violence. He struggles with his inner demons as much as his younger brother but there 

is an encouraging change in his attitude. The two brothers reconnect and try to build 

the family together. Jamun’s former girlfriend, Kasturi is now a big-time TV executive. 

To make things complicated, she is also the mother of his only child, a bright adolescent 
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girl, Mithi. A business-savvy Kasturi is trying to turn the sensational moments of her 

and Jamun’s past love life into a blockbuster Hindi soap called ‘Cheers, Zindagi.’  

As the story progresses, we are pulled in the world of Jamun, Burfi, and other 

characters. Jamun’s friend Dr. Mukherjee commits suicide which renders the building 

unrentable because people believe that his ghost will haunt the prospective tenants. 

There is Kashibai, the lustful ex-cook; Madhumati, the Czech-tenant with her 

Leukoderma and urine-drinking habits; and Lobesh Monga, the devious builder, who 

has an eye on Shyamanand’s house. The story also abounds in details of dead cats, 

autopsies, morgues, bad breaths, shit piles —somewhat adding to the tragi-comedy of 

the novel. All these peculiarities bring a unique post-modern character to the narrative. 

The novel continues chipping at the cracks of the dystopian world that Indian middle- 

class inhabits. Life in general is not optimistic. It is a world bordering on misery, 

aimlessness and dysfunction. Despite Chatterjee claiming otherwise, there is no solace 

or autumnal serenity in the story. As a reader one realizes that the narration lags the 

promising story.  It is bogged down by verbosity and an unusual style of writing. There 

are too many clauses and double negatives. To decipher the emotions, the reader has to 

wade through circuitous, laboured prose, pretentious passages and eventually it does 

not seem worth the effort.  

Another unusual let down is the morose humour. It appears that Upamanyu Chatterjee 

is revelling in the subversive joys of scatology. He seems to be deliberately testing the 

endurance of his readers with profanity. His excessive preoccupation with excretal 

matter, sewerage stenches and putrid smells ruin the aesthetic beauty of the novel. 

In parts, Way to Go, still manages to be insightful—in its reflections on aging and death, 

or on how families gradually grow apart. Chatterjee doesn't let the story get dull at all. 

He introduces us to an array of characters who are not too far from the kind of people 

one encounters on the streets in real life and each of them is entertaining in his or her 

own way. Even if the situation is dull, he effortlessly evokes humour with his wit and 
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play of words. There are some moving passages but to reach these bits one has to wade 

through a tedious narrative, and eventually the effort does not seem worth it. The 

novelist, with his natural flair for writing, could have created something classy and 

lasting.  

If the reader is looking for experimental prose that explores the shady underbelly of 

Indian- middle class than these two novels are right up the alley. In powerful, austere 

prose laced with black humour, Upamanyu Chatterjee has produced a vivid portrait of 

family ties and the redemptive power of love, in the midst of hopelessness and 

degeneration. These are not his masterpieces but he makes good on his promises. 

Upamanyu Chatterjee refuses to follow the beaten path of his contemporaries. His 

novels chart the untrodden dark terrain of a dystopian world. His attention is on the 

inescapable failures of our unmoored lives which is caught in the whirlpool of a 

dysfunctional society. The fact that the Prufrock-like protagonist is blundering around 

with his unfulfilled aspirations does not help the cause of redemption. But lack of 

conformity with other novelists does not mean that Chatterjee has missed the mark. As 

Nilanjana Roy accurately observes, ‘Literary failure is sometimes far more interesting 

than literary success … his novels are rarely about the grand sweep of Indian history, or 

the epic mythologizing of the great Indian family, or the confused angst of the 

diaspora.” 

To conclude, Upamanyu Chatterjee’s prose is a universal protest against the indignity 

of human condition. As a novelist of protest, he resents the humiliation meted out to 

mankind. As an idealist, he believes that we should aspire for more from life, at least 

more than corruption and ordinariness. Working as a bureaucrat, he has seen the rot in 

the system from within and feels bitter about it which is reflected in the attitude of his 

protagonists. In this painful ordeal of existence, his duology deals with serious 

questions about human idiosyncrasies, the futility of existence, and inevitability of 
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death. These novels bravely defy conventions by dealing with unpalatable issues 

through unique cynicism, wry humour and keen observation. 
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